vation practices, the state has long been
known as a place teeming with wildlife such
as elk, bighorn sheep, pronghorn, mule deer,
prairie grouse, and waterfowl.
Now add large carnivores to the mix.
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Across much of Big Sky Country, meat
eaters are multiplying. The wolf population has grown from just a few dozen animals a decade ago to at least 625 today.
Lion numbers have increased steadily after

TIM CHRISTIE; TIM CHRISTIE

I

f Montanans ever decide on a new
motto, they might consider something
like Terra Multi Fera (“Land of Abundant
Wild Animals”). Owing to Montana’s intact,
healthy habitats and science-based conser-

LEFT TO RIGHT: DONALD M. JONES; DONALD M. JONES

Montana is home to higher numbers of large carnivores today than
any time since the 19th century. Now what? BY TOM DICKSON

high harvests in the late 1990s. Grizzlies
are more abundant than at any time in
the last century. And Montana is home to
roughly 13,000 black bears, most of them,
like the other big carnivores, living west of
the Continental Divide.
Whether people welcome or curse this
abundance depends on their values and
interests. Hunters dislike competing with carnivores for elk and deer, and ranchers see

predators as threats to their bottom line. Yet
houndsmen are glad for additional mountain
lions to chase. And more hikers, campers,
and wildlife watchers than ever—many
hunters among them—are enjoying the sight
of a grizzly feeding on berries or hearing the
haunting howls of a wolf pack at sundown.
One thing is certain: Having such healthy
populations of black and grizzly bears, lions,
and wolves combined with so many other

wildlife species is unique to Montana among
the lower 48 states. For many Montanans
and visitors, it’s another example of why the
state stands apart.
Montana’s carnivore abundance didn’t
occur out of the blue. By ending the long
practice of poisoning, bounties, and other unregulated killing, federal and state laws provide protection. Just as important, the state’s
healthy big game populations provide protein.
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Whether people
welcome or curse
this abundance
depends on their
values and interests.

to conclude that large carnivores are responsible for the prey population declines. And, by
extension, that the solution to rebuilding deer
and elk herds is to reduce the number of
fangs in the forest.
But it turns out things are not so straightforward. The main reason: It’s diﬃcult to
know for certain what causes what.
For instance, though much public attention lately has centered on wolves, the wild
canids are only one reason prey numbers
and hunter harvests can decline. Habitat is
Tolerance by hunters and livestock operators critical. So is winter and summer weather.
also contributes to Montana’s carnivore abun- Then there’s the growing tendency of deer
dance. “Because we’re actively managing and elk to ﬁnd refuge on private land closed
mountain lion, wolf, and bear populations in to public hunting. Add to all this two new
part to reduce impacts to prey populations studies in Wyoming and Montana showing
and livestock, most hunters and ranchers that mountain lions and bears eat more elk
don’t seem to mind having some carnivores than wolves do in some areas.
out there,” says Ken McDonald, head of the
That all this is complicated should come
Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks Wildlife Divi- as no surprise to hunters. Hunting itself is not
sion. “Many people don’t understand that much diﬀerent. Hunters know ﬁrsthand that
without that tolerance, we wouldn’t have failure to ﬁll a tag could be due to any comnearly as many [large carnivores] as we have.” bination of bad luck, hunting pressure, lack
In light of Montana’s wildlife conserva- of snow, poor physical ﬁtness, inadequate
tion tradition, it’s not surprising the big scouting, elk moving onto lands posted “No
meat eaters would eventually return. Trespassing,” and more. “As in hunting,
“Large carnivores reflect a broad-based large carnivores are just one more factor in
wildlife restoration movement originally an already complex management equation,”
set in motion nearly a century ago,” says says McDonald. “There’s no question we
McDonald. “It started with elk and other need to manage them, but we can’t do that
big game animals, then carried on with rap- without also considering all the other comtors like peregrine falcons and bald eagles. ponents that drive prey populations.”
Lions, wolves, and bears are a natural continuation of that movement.”
Willing to act
Today Montana is home to more large When FWP oﬃcials talk about large carnivore
carnivores than at any time since statehood. “management,” they mean a combination of
The question now is what to do about it. activities: research that ﬁgures out what’s hapSome say do nothing; let the animals be. A pening on the ground, monitoring to determore reasoned response, taken by FWP, rec- mine the size and trend of populations,
ognizes that large carnivores can pose a preventative measures such as livestock guard
threat to human and pet safety, disrupt dogs, and regulated hunting (and in some
ranching operations, and take a bite out of cases trapping) harvest. “FWP is committed
deer and elk populations. “Obviously, man- to maintaining healthy, viable populations of
agement is essential,” says McDonald.
wolves, bears, and lions,” says McDonald.
“But there’s a point where too many can occur

Not an easy fix

Essential, yes, but by no means simple.
Deer and elk numbers in parts of western
Montana are down in recent years, as is
hunter harvest. Because wolves, mountain
lions, and bears eat deer and elk, it’s logical
Tom Dickson is editor of Montana Outdoors.

WHAT STIRS THE DRINK? Top: ﬔere’s no
question wolves can take a bite out of elk and
deer populations. But to what extent? Biologists
and hunters know that winter severity (center)
and the abundance of quality habitat (bottom)
are still what drive most big game populations.
TOP TO BOTTOM: R.J. WESELMANN; DONALD M. JONES; VICTOR SCHENDEL
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Is it up to FWP to
decide how many
wolves, bears, and
lions should live
in Montana?

in some places, and that’s where we need to
reduce or moderate numbers.”
In response to growing carnivore populations, FWP has
 liberalized wolf harvest methods,
extended seasons, lowered nonresident
license costs, and taken other measures to
reduce wolf numbers in targeted areas;
 increased lion harvest in dozens of
western Montana hunting districts;
 lengthened the black bear season to
increase harvest in western Montana;
 temporarily curtailed cow elk hunter landowners to provide more available
harvest in key areas (such as the upper habitat,” says Thompson.
Another idea is to ﬁnd new ways for
Bitterroot, Gardiner, upper Gallatin, and
Big Hole Valley) to allow populations to hunters to access private land currently oﬀlimits to public hunting. “Do most hunters
recover; and
 worked with federal agencies and simply want us to eliminate predators, or is
Indian tribes toward delisting grizzly bears their goal really about having more and better
in the Northern Continental Divide (NCDE) deer and elk hunting opportunities?” says
McDonald. “We think there might be ways to
and Greater Yellowstone Ecosystems.
In addition, wildlife biologists have achieve the latter without going overboard
begun devising customized prescriptions, with carnivore control and jeopardizing the
or strategies, for solving predator-prey delisting of wolves and grizzly bears.”
FWP oﬃcials note that not all areas will
problems in parts of western Montana. For
instance, in the hunting district on both respond to even the most carefully devised
sides of I-90 between Butte and Missoula— strategies. “In many parts of our region,
which has a relatively high elk density, a native predators take much of the harlow carnivore density, and lots of private vestable prey surplus following severe winland—FWP is liberalizing wolf harvest to ters,” says Jim Williams, FWP regional
prevent numbers from increasing, while manager in northwestern Montana, home to
maintaining existing lion and bear seasons. most of the state’s wolves as well as high
And in the upper Bitterroot—with a rela- lion, black bear, and grizzly bear densities.
tively low elk density, high combined carni- “We’ll always have good bull and buck huntvore densities, and abundant forested ing here, and in some years we’ll be able to
public land—the department has temporar- issue antlerless tags. But it’s unlikely we’ll
ily increased female lion harvest and see doe and cow hunting in much of this relimited cow elk hunting opportunities until gion like we had in the old days before the
restoration of large carnivores.”
elk population numbers improve.
“The idea is to customize quotas and seasons to reﬂect what’s actually going on in Growing body of carnivore research
each hunting district,” says Mike Thompson, It often makes sense to pare down carnivore
FWP regional wildlife manager in Missoula. numbers in some areas. But which species?
Research scientists are monitoring the And by how much? That’s where research
prescriptions to see if they require adjust- comes in. Without solid scientiﬁc data,
ment. Though strategies in the areas cited wildlife managers can’t know if they are
above have shown early signs of success, removing enough carnivores or too many—
Thompson says it’s too early to draw conclu- or even whether carnivores are the main factor in prey declines. Preliminary results of an
sions about their eﬀectiveness.
In some areas, FWP may also try to grow eight-year study begun in 2011 found that,
the overall size of deer and elk populations to contrary to expectations, lions are responsioverwhelm the eﬀects of predators. “But for ble for more calf deaths in the upper Bitterthat to work, there has to be strong public root and Big Hole Valleys than wolves and
support, and we’d need to work closely with black bears combined. “I was surprised
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species, allowing wildlife biologists to more
accurately predict mountain lion numbers in
various parts of the state.
 Results of a northwestern Montana
study showed that more than 50 percent of
whitetail fawn deaths were caused by lions
and coyotes.
 During several studies, scientists have
found more accurate ways to determine wolf
numbers and the eﬀects of various harvest
scenarios on population size.
“Without reliable information from these
and other applied research projects, we’d risk
wasting hunter license dollars on management that ended up not doing what it was
supposed to do,” says Justin Gude, head of
FWP wildlife research programs.

Who decides?
There’s that word again: “management.”
Like “control,” “balance,” and “healthy,”
there’s no agreement among Montanans on
what the terms mean when referring to large
carnivore population size or distribution.
Certainly it’s FWP’s job to manage large
carnivores and big game, to understand the
various factors aﬀecting those populations,
and to ﬁgure out how to raise or lower
populations, primarily with public hunting.
But is it up to wildlife oﬃcials to decide how
many wolves, bears, and lions should live in
certain parts of Montana?
FWP won’t let large carnivore populations expand to where they unduly harm
ranching operations and suppress deer and
elk populations. And the agency is bound
by law and mission to prevent extinction
and maintain viable large carnivore populations. Between those two extremes, however, there’s plenty of room for discussion
and negotiation among various interests.
FWP can provide science-based advice and
guidance. But as to the actual size and mix
of meat eater populations across the state,
that may ultimately be up to Montanans to
decide, collectively, for themselves.

ACTION PLAN FWP has responded to increasing carnivore populations with studies such as
on the upper Bitterroot (top) to learn what is
causing elk population declines. ﬔe department
has also increased lion harvest (middle) and
wolf harvest (bottom) in many areas.
TOP TO BOTTOM: MONTANA FWP; SUMIO HARADA; KENTON ROWE
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Both new and complex

Weather, habitat, wildlife behavior, population dynamics, and land ownership are just
some of what complicates FWP’s ability to bring large carnivore and big game populations into better balance. For instance, the department must consider a wide range of
needs and interests. Hunters want more deer and elk. Houndsmen ask for more lions.
Wildlife watchers in the Yellowstone area oppose wolf hunting around the national park.
And many livestock operators who think western Montana already has too many elk shudder to think of FWP trying to increase herd sizes in some areas to overwhelm the effects
of large carnivores. Add to that the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, which maintains authority
over grizzly bears and, with wolves, will allow the state to reduce populations only so far
before the species becomes eligible for relisting under the Endangered Species Act.
Then there’s the issue of wide-ranging carnivore movement. “Wolf and lion populations operate on a huge scale, sometimes spanning several states or into Canada,” says
Justin Gude, head of FWP wildlife research. “Increasing a carnivore harvest quota
doesn’t necessarily mean we reduce local numbers. If we want to reduce carnivores in
a particular area, we may
need to commit to a high
harvest for a long time,
which means Montana has
to be willing to kill a lot of
wolves and lions there.”
Another factor, adds
Gude, is that “reducing
numbers of one species,
like lions, might just make it
that much easier for another
species, like wolves, to eat
what the lions were eating.
And does removing wolves
simply open the door for
more coyotes, which take a
WHICH WAY? Montana is faced with many diﬀerent options
huge toll on fawns?”
for balancing predator and prey populations. Which is the
Other factors include:
most eﬀective? FWP researchers are trying to ﬁnd out.
 Weather: “Along with
habitat, it’s rainfall, snow depth, winter temperatures, and other weather conditions that
drive elk and deer populations, just as they did 20 years ago before we had all these
carnivores,” says Gude.
 Elk finding refuge on private land: In some parts of Montana, populations may
not be down as much as hunters believe. Elk have simply learned to move onto the
growing number of private ranches off-limits to public hunting.
 Ranchers wanting fewer elk: Several years ago, livestock operators frustrated by
increasing depredation convinced the Montana Legislature to require FWP to lower elk
numbers using high antlerless harvests, even as carnivore numbers were increasing.
 The newness of large carnivore management: “We are just coming out of the
gate managing large carnivores and big game in combination,” says Gude. “For instance, we’ve had only three full wolf harvest seasons to look at. That’s why it’s
essential to study various management strategies so we can better predict what might
happen under different scenarios. It’s one thing the upper Bitterroot study is looking at.
First we did baseline research, which ends this year. Now we’ve liberalized carnivore
regulations to reduce wolf and lion numbers. Next we’ll see the effects on both carnivores and big game prey.” n
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myself,” says Mark Hebblewhite, a University
of Montana assistant professor working with
FWP on the study. “Like a lot of people, I assumed wolves were killing all the elk in these
areas. But we were wrong. It’s mainly lions.”
A recently released study by the University of Wyoming and Wyoming Game and
Fish, funded in part by the Rocky Mountain
Elk Foundation and Safari Club International, looked at factors related to elk population declines in a popular northwestern
Wyoming herd. Scientists found that the
combination of grizzly predation and the
loss of nutritious natural vegetation due to
drought took a far greater toll on elk than
wolves did. “Habitat quality determines elk
body fat, which is critical in a cow’s ability
to rear calves and survive winter, regardless
of predators,” says lead researcher Arthur
Middleton. Though wolves kill elk, Middleton found that grizzly bears remove far
more of the ungulates—preying primarily
on newborn calves—than wolves do, a finding that supports an earlier National Park
Service study of elk in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. “That’s not to say wolves
couldn’t have a signiﬁcant impact in other
areas,” the biologist adds.
The upshot? Killing more wolves may not
necessarily give prey populations the boost
hunters hope it will.
Among other signiﬁcant large carnivore
research ﬁndings in recent years:
 Scientists ﬁgured out a way to estimate
black bear population densities based on precipitation patterns. The study also showed
that Montana’s bear harvest was not harming
the population and could be increased.
 A current study is determining if the
NCDE grizzly bear population (estimated
now at roughly 1,000) is decreasing or, as results show so far, increasing. The information
will further the process of federal delisting
and restoring state management that could
include hunting.
 In a major mountain lion study, researchers found that raising hunting quotas
can rapidly knock down lion numbers, and
that lowering quotas can help lion populations recover quickly.
 In another lion study, just ﬁnished,
scientists found a way to estimate populations in various parts of the state based on
the capacity of habitat to support the

